
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT



NARATIVE DEVELOPMENT

 What is my story in 15-20 words? 

 What is it about? 

 What is it REALLY about?

 

 Does the protagonist go on a journey? 



Writing a short
* Who is the protagonist?
 
* What is the active question, which is the   
basis of the action in film? 

* Who or what opposes the protagonist? 

* From whose point of view is the audience    
being shown the story? 

* What is it about? or, What is the theme? 

* What is the style of the film? 



Story 
Fundamentals

A hero who, wants something.

So… takes action, but…….

Meets conflict!!!.... 

Which leads to a climax and…..

finally - A resolution. 



Climax & Resolution

• Most exciting point of the drama – during which the conflict 
must finally be resolved one way or another

• Discovery or realization of the character or at least for the 
audience

• Resolution
• Falling action
• Problems not resolved in the climax are taken care of here
• Fixes the fates of the main  
• Final insight or revelation which puts everything into context 

by elucidating the theme



Act I

 

* held together by the dramatic context  = Set 
Up

* introduce your main characters

* establish the dramatic premise

* create the dramatic situation

* set up the relationships
 
* everything here sets up everything that 
follows



Act 2

 

* held together by dramatic context = 
confrontation

* all about conflict and obstacles confronted 
and overcome

* The character is challenged by numerous 
obstacles 



Act 3

 

* Resolution 

* May be some unresolved issues – which get 
resolved 

* Dramatic ending 



For developing your scenes
Dustin Lance Black Process 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrvawtrRxsw

Think about individual moments that make up your 
film. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrvawtrRxsw


Who is your protagonist? 

 

What would your story be like told from 
another point of view? 

Think of 10 conflicts that your protagonist 
might experience (unrelated to the story you 
are writing, small and large) how do they deal 
with them?  

Think of a dilemma for your protagonist. Where 
they have to choose between two things. What 
matters to them?  



Defining the theme of your short

• How does the story speak to me?
• Does it represent my best dreams and 

worse fears?
• Is there something innately universal 

suggested?
• Are there archetypal relationships in 

the material ?e.g. mother/daughter, 
mentor/student etc

 



Defining the theme of your short

By the end;
• Who is destroyed?
• Who grows?
• What causes the destruction or growth?
• If the hero wins, what special 

qualities enables 
Him/her to overcome the opposition?
• Did he/she have it at the beginning?
• If not then how does he/she get it?



5 questions that won’t go away

1. What is it about?
2. Who is the protagonist?
3. Who is she fundamentally and why is 
she involved in this story now?
4. What is the driving action of the story? 
5. Who or what opposes the protagonist?
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